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Introducing Unibank
Accumax Global brings you Unibank™; an international award-winning unique power bank 
that’s rechargeable through its pull cord.

Ideal for remote and regional work locations, where a power source may not be readily 
available, simply pull the cord to charge the device, or power it via USB.

Just 90 seconds pulling power provides 25 minutes talk-time.

Along with this ground-breaking technology, Unibank™ offers a choice of attachments, 
including but not limited to a panic alarm, controlled from an intuitive, feature rich, free iOS 
and Android app.

Accumax is bringing safety to the next level, ensure your team are safe on the job with the Unibank™ to charge their 
device, wherever they are.

Pull and power

Simply pull the cord for 90 
seconds to generate up to 
25 mins of talk time. 

Versatile attachments

Get the most out of your Unibank by 
purchasing the Unibank attachments and 
make your unlimited power work even harder.

USB Input/Output

Charge your Unibank 
by the mains or power 
your USB chargable 
devices from your 
Unibank via the USB 
port.

Intelligent, integrated app

See your Unibanks charge, program 
your attachment settings and customise 
your Unibank via the app available on 
iOS and Android.

Power Indicator LEDs

Easily see how much charge your 
Unibank has by checking the four 
LED lights on the case.

90
seconds

Pulling Power

25
minutes
Talk Time
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The Unibank app seamlessly connects to your 
smartphone via Bluetooth®. The app shows an 
in-depth analysis of both the Unibank’s and 
the smartphone’s charge levels.

Overview

INPUT/OUTPUT
 » Input and Output 5v 2A

 » USB

 » Micro USB

KEY FEATURES
 » Unique pull & power 

charger

 » Can also be charged by 
USB

 » Built in LED torch

 » LED power indicators

 » Choice of four 
attachments

 » Free app for iOS and 
Android

 » High grade components

 » Environmentally friendly

 » Worldwide safety 
standards

 » User friendly

The Unibank™ Power Bank

Product FAQs
Q. How can I check the battery level?

A. Once switched on, the four indicators on top of the Unibank™ 
represent battery life in 25% increments, combine Unibank™ 
with the app to get a displayed battery level breakdown.

Q. Can I use the Unibank™ in cold temperatures?

A. It is recommended that any power bank is operated between 
-5 to 45ºC.

Q. What is best practice when charging the Unibank™?

A. The Unibank™ can be charged via its pull cord or a USB 
cable. We recommend charging the Unibank™ via USB at 
least once every 2-3 months to avoid complete battery 
depletion.

DIMENSIONS

LENGTH: 182mm 
WIDTH: 84mm 
DEPTH: 45mm 
WEIGHT: 344.7g

182mm84mm

45mm

Unibank™ is a unique pull & power charger. Simply pull the cord to 
charge the device, or power it via USB. Pulling the cord for just 90 
seconds can give you 25 minutes talk time on a smartphone.

With its innovative technology and unlimited capacity, Unibank™ 
has the power to keep you connected, wherever you are.
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Worksites can be busy hubs of activity and working during 
the night, underground or in dimly light areas can be 
hazardous. Set the ambient light to heighten your visibility, 
also handy to have on hand when you need to shine some 
extra light on a task at hand. 

Ambient Light 

Product FAQs
Q. Will the light attachment work with any 

other charging sources?

A. No, it will only function while connected to the 
Unibank™.

Q. How many colour variances can you save on 
the app?

A. You can have as many as you like.

Q. How long will the light bulb last?

A. LED bulbs should last at least 20,000 hours.

OVERVIEW

The ambient light attachment is a smart, bright, RGB light 
that can be set to thousands of colours via the free Unibank™ 
app.

The light can also be used in conjunction with Unibank’s 
body clip to connect to a belt, or a person’s arm – providing 
personal illumination.

KEY FEATURES
 » Take it with you – Unibank’s portable light attachment 

brightens up any worksite and never runs out of power

 » Thousands of colours – Use the full colour spectrum to 
create safety and be seen in your surroundings. Be bright 
and vibrant or tone it down with a soft, white glow. The 
choice is yours with Unibank’s colour wheel

 » Smart control – Lighten up. Colour up. Create light 
instantly from the free and easy-to-use Unibank™ app. 
Just connect the light and download the app to get 
started

The ambient light attachment and Unibank™ power bank

LENGTH: 70mm WIDTH: 70mm 

DEPTH: 36mm WEIGHT: 47.2g

36mm

70mm 70mm

WATTAGE EQUIVALENT: 10w 

Unibank Attachments

Lasts up to 30 hours 
from full charge!
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Panic Alarm

Product FAQs
Q. What happens if I press the two buttons on the 

side of the Unibank™ accidentally?

A. By pressing the two buttons, it will send off a text to 
your specified recipients. If this is an accident, then you 
must inform them that this is not an emergency.

Q. Is the panic alarm only designed for people in the care 
worker industry?

A. No, the panic alarm can provide security to anyone who 
may be in a vulnerable position.

Unique personal safety attachment to keep safe and secure. Use as a loud, 120 decibel alarm or pair with your 
smartphone to send an emergency text to your base. When linked with the app, your GPS coordinates are provided to 
your emergency contact. Regardless of the scale of your worksite, should you be in distress, Accumax will make you easy 
to locate. 

KEY FEATURES
 » The power to protect – Keep yourself 

safe with Unibank’s personal panic alarm 
attachment. Use as a loud, 120 decibel 
alarm or pair with your smartphone to send 
emergency texts to your contacts

 » Smart safety, smart control – The 
free Unibank™ app allows you to set a 
personalised SOS message, along with your 
GPS coordinates. Choose a selection of 
contacts to receive the alert

 » Smart safety, smart control – For even 
more robust security, Unibank™ has a 
partnership with Lone Worker Solutions to 
provide a multi level security solution. You 
can send your alert directly to a dedicated 
control centre, who can subsequently 
escalate the alert to various levels, including 
to the emergency services

OVERVIEW

The panic alarm attachment can be used as a basic alarm, which 
activates a 120dB siren, or as a more advanced alert system 
when paired with the user’s smartphone.

The alarm function can be triggered by the simultaneous 
depression of two buttons mounted on the side 
(smartphone function), or pressing the top button (siren).

The panic alarm attachment and Unibank™ 
power bank

36mm

72mm 65mm

LENGTH: 65mm WIDTH: 72mm 
DEPTH: 36mm  WEIGHT: 50.5g

PANIC ALARM DECIBELS: 120
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Protective cases and versatile clips mean you can take the power anywhere. The protective silicone jacket provides 
increased protection from falls and scratches, as well as improved water ingress protection. Whether you’re operating 
machinery, a warehouse or getting your hands dirty, you can let your hands be free, with the body clip or arm strap, 
perfectly designed to attach to a belt or wrap around your arm. 

Body Clip & Arm Strap 

PRODUCT FAQS
Q. Can the arm strap be adjusted to fit over 

high visibility/PPE jackets?

A. Yes, the length can be adjusted via hook and 
loop to fit over bulky clothing.

Attach Unibank™ to a belt, or wrap it around your 
arm with this body clip accessory. The clip simply 
screws to the underside of the Unibank™ power 
bank for a secure attachment.

KEY FEATURES
 » Connect Unibank™ to a belt, or your arm

 » Features a detachable clip, and supplied with an 
high-quality arm strap

 » Screws to the Unibank’s underside panel

 » Comfortable neoprene material

 » Easy to attach

 » Allows variable degree of usage

Protective Silicone Jacket
The protective silicone jacket is an official Unibank™ 
accessory which provides increased protection from falls and 
scratches, as well as improved water ingress protection.

KEY FEATURES
 » Precise fit – Engineered to protect the Unibank™ unit 

while allowing easy access to its pull cord, underside 
panel, and attachments

 » Enhanced grip – The soft-touch silicone and honeycomb 
over-moulded pads add nonslip protection and improved 
grip

 » Robust protection – Straightforward protection against 
bumps, scratches, accidental drops, and water ingress

LENGTH: 104.5mm WIDTH: 58.4mm 
DEPTH: 22.7mm WEIGHT: 24.1g

PRODUCT FAQS
Q. How many colours are 

available for the protective 
silicon jacket?

A. Initially the protective silicon 
jacket is available in purple and 
yellow, with more colours to 
follow.

Q. Can I still charge the 
Unibank™ via the pull cord 
when the jacket is on?

A. Yes, the jacket does not inhibit 
the use of the pull cord.

LENGTH: 146mm 
WIDTH: 90mm 
DEPTH: 42mm 
WEIGHT: 60.7g

 √ Available in attractive 
colours

 √ Easy to clean

 √ Light, soft and flexible

Unibank Protection
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Unibank App

BATTERY ANALYSIS

This part of the app will show 
in-depth analytics of both the 
Unibank’s and the smartphone’s 
batteries, including estimated 
battery life available under various 
conditions.

Graphics will show power up/
depletion levels and rates. The 
app utilises as much data as is 
useful and available from both 
the Unibank™ system and the 
smartphone and displays it in an 
easy-to-understand interface.

AMBIENT LIGHT

The ambient light app utilises a 
colour wheel and brightness slider 
to allow the user to pick any colour 
from the spectrum.Colours can be 
saved by simply pressing the ‘+’ 
icon.

The light is also toggled on and off 
from the app.

PANIC ALARM

The free* version of the panic 
alarm’s accompanying app allows 
the user to create a personalised 
SOS text message to send to a 
selection of chosen contacts. The 
emergency message can also 
include GPS coordinates.

The panic alarm also has an 
optional paid-tier subscription, 
which provides a multi-level lone 
worker panic alarm solution, with 
MITIE providing the end user 
service and response.
*Due to device restrictions, the iOS 
version of the app requires users to 
purchase credits after an initial, 10 
free credits are used. The Android 
version can send unlimited, free 
messages.

A free, feature-rich app that gives you total control of your power bank and attachments. Available from both Google Play 
and the App Store, accessibility and download is made easy. From battery analysis, operation of the ambient light and the 
panic alarm, the app is the perfect partner for the power bank. 

The App
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More safety barrier solutions and signage available.
Contact us on 1300 222 862 or sales@accumax.com.au to learn more.

accumax.com.au

Create Safety
Get Your Unibank Today
Contact Accumax Global to enquire about the Unibank™ power bank today. 

A must-have for any worksite, the power bank can charge a device, giving 25 minutes of talk time with just 90 seconds of 
pull time. 

PRODUCT CODE DESCRIPTION

MAX-UB001 Unibank™ Power Bank

MAX-UB002 Unibank™ Ambient Light Attachment

MAX-UB005 Unibank™ Panic Alarm Attachment

MAX-UB006 Unibank™ Body Clip & Arm Strap

MAX-UB007 Unibank™ Silicone Protective Case – Purple

MAX-UB008 Unibank™ Silicone Protective Case – Yellow

MAX-UB009 Unibank™ Protective Carry Case

Create safety and reassurance for your team and call Accumax 
today to learn more about how the Unibank™ can help. 

The padded Protective Carry Case is 
precisely engineered to store and protect 
your Unibank™ whilst also allowing 
the ability to store two additional 
attachments.

 » Holds one Unibank unit and two 
attachments

 » Hardwearing and padded

 » Stylish design with easy access

Protective Carry 
Case
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